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Frames
Frame 1:

Title: Great Names of Sport in the Navy

Contents:

Admiral Benjamin de Almeida Sodré, or “Mimi Sodré”, was one of the first idols in the
history of Botafogo, Rio de Janeiro.

Admiral Mario Jorge da Fonseca Hermes, at the time was chosen to be the flag bearer
of the delegation at the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games in Helsinki 1952.

Captain of Sea and Guerra Coelho, was a world champion athlete by team, in the
Naval Pentathlon modality, in 1986, in Brazil and coach champion in 2015 at the VI
Military World Games in South Korea.

Captain of Sea and War Captain Lessa Gomes and Silva Aguiar — The sharp aim of
two officers led the Brazilian Navy to the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow, Russia.

First Lieutenant Adalberto Cardoso - Participant in the Olympic Games in Los Angeles,
USA, in 1932.

SO-FN Peron, was an athlete and teacher in athletics. Multi-champion in various
modalities.

SO-FN Caires — World champion of military pentathlon by team in 1965 in the
Netherlands.

SO-FN Carlos Silva — Two-world champion athlete in the Military Pentathlon
competition in 1997, Sweden and 2001, Belgium.
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3rd SG-FN-If Arizoli, 27 year holder of the FFAA record in the 400 metre hurdles race,
with a time of 52'05”.

3ºSG-FN-IF Barbané — Archanjo Military Pentathlon

Champion — Athlete South American High Jump Champion and record holder with
2m21 in 1981.

1ºSG Belarmino — Pioneering athlete of the Naval Pentathlon modality.

CB-ES Cardoso — Two-time individual world champion athlete in the Naval Pentathlon
modality, in 1968, in Brazil and in 1989 in Argentina.

Frame 2:

Title: The Navy at the Olympic Games

Contents:

Military World Games: in 20 years, Brazil left 36th position in the medals board to
occupy the rank of military sports power. In July 2011, CEFAN hosted the Naval
Pentathlon and Taekwondo modalities during the 5th Military World Games. In its
preparation for this great event, which took place in the beginning of 2008, it underwent
major renovation of its facilities, revitalizing the water park, the gym, the
accommodation and the naval pentathlon track, as well as the construction of the
housing building, athletics track and the Functional Rehabilitation Center. Olympics: In
2012, with a direct reflection of the High Performance Athletes Program (PAAR), at the
London Olympic Games, the Brazilian team counted on the significant participation of
51 military athletes, and these athletes won five medals, especially the Gold Medal
obtained by the Marinheira Sarah Menezes and for the Bronze Medal of the then
Marinheira Mayra Aguiar, both of Judo. Faced with the resounding success achieved,
the Brazilian Navy, understanding that the PAAR initiative should not be limited to
military sport, decided to create a new program: The Navy Olympic Program
(PROLIM). The consolidation of the performance of the Armed Forces, particularly the
Brazilian Navy, in the Olympic sport, reflected in impressive results, both in terms of the
participation of military athletes and, especially, in the number of medals obtained. The
participation of the MB Athletes was very expressive in all respects. These athletes
made up almost 12% of Team Brazil and managed to obtain 32% of the medals won
and, even more impressive, 57% of the Gold Medals.

Frame 3:

Title: Paralympic Training
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Contents:

Transforming the Almirante Adalberto Nunes Physical Education Center (CEFAN) into
a reference in paralympic training is one of the goals set out in the cooperation
agreement between the Brazilian Navy and the Brazilian Paralympic Committee (CPB),
signed on September 17, 2019, at the headquarters of the military organization,
located in Brazil Avenue, in Rio de Janeiro. The partnership has as main objectives to
detect and develop new sports talents for high performance; to enable and train
paralympic coaches; to carry out in CEFAN's facilities the paralympic modalities of
swimming, sports shooting, athletics and weightlifting, and these last two have already
been developed with the aid of the Adapted Winners Association.

Frame 4:

Contents:

3rd Sgt. EDUARDA Santos LISBOA (Duda) - Military World Champion (2017) - Youth
Olympic Games Champion (2014) - Three-time U19 World Champion (2013, 2014 and
2016) - Two-time U21 World Champion (2017 and 2019) - World Circuit 2018 Season
Champion - Voted Best Beach Volleyball Athlete in 2018 and 2019. 3rd Sgt. TALITA
Antunes da Rock - 4th Place at the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games; - 4th Place at the
Olympic Games Rio 2016; - World Circuit Champion (2013, 2017) - Brazilian Open
Circuit Champion (2014/2015, 2015/2016 It is 2016/2017) - Best Brazilian Circuit
Athlete (2013/2014) - Best attack on the World Circuit (2013, 2014 and 2015)

Frame 6:

Title:

Military Pentathlon

Contents:

Cap Douglas Costa, in 2013, won the South American Military Pentathlon
Championship and the World Military Pentathlon Championship in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, becoming the first AMAN officer to win the World Championship in this sport.
Cap QAO Bandeira, gained international renown as a military sportsman, with
numerous achievements in the Military Pentathlon. He won 15 individual Brazilian
championships per team and was 18 times champion of the Military Pentathlon of the
Armed Forces. The sportsman won solo champion four times: 1985, 1987, 1988 and
1989. Thus, Bandeira participated in five of the seven editions of the CISM World Cup,
in which Brazil became world champion.

Frame 7:

Title: Beach Volleyball

Contents:
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3° Sgt EDUARDA Santos LISBOA (Duda)- Campeã Mundial Militar (2017)- Campeã
dos Jogos Olímpicos da Juventude (2014)- Tricampeã Mundial Sub-19 (2013, 2014 e
2016)- Bicampeã Mundial Sub-21 (2017 e 2019)- Campeã da temporada 2018 do
Circuito Mundial- Eleita Melhor Atleta de Vôlei de Praia do Mundo em 2018 e em 2019.
3° Sgt TALITA Antunes da Rocha- 4° Lugar nos Jogos Olímpicos Pequim 2008;- 4°
Lugar nos Jogos Olímpicos Rio 2016; - Campeã do Circuito Mundial (2013, 2017)-
Campeã do Circuito Brasileiro Open (2014/2015, 2015/2016 É 2016/2017)- Melhor
Atleta do Circuito Brasileiro (2013/2014)- Melhor ataque do Circuito Mundial (2013,
2014 e 2015).

Frame 9:

Title: 3ºSG-RM2-EP Martine Grael and 3ºSG-RM2-EP Kahena Kunze

Contents:

The 3rd SG-RM2-EP Martine Grael and 3rd SG-RM2-EP Kahena Kunze finished the
49er FX sailing medal regatta in the first place and for the first time Brazil won a gold
medal with a female duo on the sail.

Frame 10:

Title: 3rd Sgt. Felipe Wu

Contents:

3rd Sgt. Felipe Wu won silver in the sports shooting, Brazil's first medal, during the first
day of the Rio 2016 Games.

The sport shooting, which won Brazil's first Olympic medal, gave the Brazilians their
first medal at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games to Felipe Wu, who won the silver in the final
of the 10 meters air pistol.

3rd Sgt. Felipe Wu, who reached the Games as number one in the world rankings,
surpassed Chinese Wei Pang, who finished with bronze. The Vietnamese XuanVinh
Hoang won the gold at the Olympic Shooting Centre in Deodoro Park.

Source and Edition: Lílian Beraldo, Agência Brasil.

Frame 11:

Title: 3rd SG-RM2-EP Robson Conceição

Contents:

3rd SG-RM2-EP Robson Conceição, winner of the third gold medal of Team Brasil, this being
the first gold medal of Brazilian boxing at the Olympic Games.
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Frame 12:

Title: 3rd Sgt. Polyana Okimoto

Contents:

The 3rd Sgt.Poliana Okimoto swam in the Copacabana Sea for almost two hours,
practically all of the time among the first places with whom she disputed theWater
marathon of the Rio 2016Olympics . In the final stretch, for only two seconds apart, he
came fourth. Ended the sad but serene test. Despite staying off the podium, he had
had his best Olympic participation. He left in the past the nightmare of London 2012,
when he was loaded on a stretcher of the Serpentine River after passing out due to
hypothermia caused by the cold temperature of the water.

At the age of 33, even without the medal, he crowned his career in the history of the
Olympic Games even better than his debut in Beijing, at the time at the age of 25,
when he reached seventh. But a few minutes later, a twist would forever change your
résumé. French Aurelie Muller was disqualified for having taken a stroke at the Italian
opponent, and thus Poliana Okimoto inherited the Olympic bronze, won 20 years after
her first lineup to represent Brazil in a competition. It was the tears: it was the
redemption I was waiting for.

Source:Marina Novaes, El Pais.

Frame 13:

Title: 3rd Sgt. Rafael Silva

Contents:

Mesmo caindo diante do maior mito da história do judô, o terceiro sargento do Exército
Rafael Silva alcançou a medalha de bronze na categoria acima de 100 kg. Do alto dos
seus 2,03 metros, o judoca brasileiro, conhecido como Baby, deu ao Brasil a quarta
medalha olímpica dos Jogos Rio 2016 e garantiu seu segundo pódio em Olimpíadas.
Todas as conquistas foram mérito dos atletas militares do Programa de Alto
Rendimento do Ministério da Defesa.

O brasileiro iniciou sua campanha olímpica com duas vitórias por ippon. Na primeira
luta, ele venceu Ramón Pileta, de Honduras, e, depois, passou pelo russo Renat
Saidov, nas oitavas de final. Com um waza-ari, Rafael Silva, 29 anos, foi derrotado nas
quartas de final pelo francês Teddy Riner, invicto há seis anos, atual campeão olímpico
e detentor de oito títulos mundiais.

Com chance de pôr a medalha de bronze no peito, repetindo o resultado de Londres,
em 2012, Baby foi para repescagem. No embate, enfrentou o uzbeque Abdullo
Tangriev e venceu com um yuko.

Fonte: folhamilitaronline
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Frame 14:

Title: Navy Olympic Program (Prolim)

Contents:

The High Performance Athletes Program was created in 2008, allowing the
incorporation of athletes as Navy military personnel. PROLIM was created in 2013,
with the main purpose of “contributing to the transformation of Brazil into an Olympic
power”, having three main objectives፦ catchment and support for high performance
athletes - social inclusion through sport - practice of physical education and sports.

Frame 15:

Title: Forces in Sport Program (PROFESP)

Contents:

Created in 2003 by the federal government, it aims to promote the social inclusion of
children and adolescents through oriented sports practice, contributing to citizenship
and improving quality of life. It is developed by the Ministry of Defense, in partnership
with the Ministries of Sport and Social and Agrarian Development. PROFESP includes,
in addition to the practice of sports, cultural activities and school reinforcement. The
PROFESP developed in CEFAN is considered a national reference. The Program is
developed in partnership with the Pastoral Care of the Minor of the Archdiocese of Rio
de Janeiro, which supports the selection and accompaniment of children and
adolescents in their communities. In addition, the international sports facilities, the
performance of renowned coaches and the interaction with renowned high
performance athletes have allowed exceptional results in the early identification and
development of new sports talents, being a reference of success.

Frame 16:

Title: Army Physical Training Center

Contents:

Center for Physical Training of the Army and Fortress of São João, is a Center of
excellence and reference in sports and physical education in Brazil: The perception
“sport imitates combat”, widely widespread in our Armed Forces, relates to the fact
that, in times of peace, sport is a powerful tool , which develops fundamental skills and
capabilities for our military personnel, such as physical fitness and emotional balance.
The fortress of São João is also the Cradle of the FOUNDATION of the city of Rio de
Janeiro, by Estácio de Sá, on March 1st, 1565.

Frame 17:

Title: Army Tribute to Pelé
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Contents:

Cb João Carlos de Oliveira, known as João do Pulo, was an athlete, specialized in
jumping, former world record holder of triple jump, Olympic medalist and four-time
pan-American champion in triple and long jump, Brazilian military and politician. He
held the Physical Education Monitor Course — 1981 at the Army School of Physical
Education (eFex).

Frame 19:

Title: Athletics

Contents:

Cb João Carlos de Oliveira, known as João do Pulo, was an athlete, specialized in
jumping, being a former world record holder for triple jump, Olympic medalist and
tetra-Pan American champion in triple and long jump, military and Brazilian politician.
He held the Physical Education Monitor Course - 1981 at the Army Physical Education
School (ESeFEX).

Frame 20:

Title: Aeronautics Sports Commission

Contents:

Created in the Ministry of Aeronautics by Decree No. 61.108, of July 28, 1967, whose
mission is to “advise the Minister in the supervision and supervision of physical
education education education and promote military sports within the units, being
represented by the Sports Commission of Forces Armed and other sports, civilian and
military entities...”, having been appointed as its first president the then-Major Major
Armando Serra de Menezes. In response to the expansion needs, in line with the
growth of the Brazilian Air Force itself, the Aeronautical Sports Commission (CDA),
with its initial headquarters in the Galeão area, was transferred to the Air Force
Academy (AFA), in Afonsos, on January 11, 1971. On March 16, 1972, through a
ministerial act, the CDA was considered as the core of the future AERONAUTIC
SPORTS CENTER, “the body to be part of the Training and Improvement Command”.
Photos: CDA Collection.

Frame 21:

Title: Women in Sport

Contents:

1989 - Brazil wins the first female medal in the Sports Shooting, the Bronze at the
Military World Cup of Santiago/Chile, with the team formed entirely by FAB soldiers:
Lieutenant Maria Cecília Bettisch, Sergeant Rachel Maria de Castro da Silveira and
Sergeant Beatriz Fernandes da Silva Lessa. 2009 - Under command from coach
Alexandre Ferreira Mathias, FAB Petty Officer, Brazil wins the first Women's Football
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World title in the United States, with a team composed of military members from the
Brazilian Navy and the Brazilian Air Force, including Lieutenant Patrícia de Castro
Paiva and Sergeant Karla Renata Cavalcante of Santana, Ana Carolina Rocha
Peleteiro and Ana Paula Barbosa da Silva. 2011 - Brazil wins the first female medal of
the Military Pentathlon in Rio de Janeiro, with a team composed of military members
from the Brazilian Army and Lieutenant Mellina dos Santos Ferreira Barbosa,
representing the Air Force Brasileira. 2011 - Brazil wins the first female Orientation
medal at the Rio de Janeiro Military World Cup, with a team composed of military
members from the Brazilian Army and Sergeant Wilma Barbosa de Souza,
representing the Brazilian Air Force. 2011 - Brazil wins the first medal in Parachuting
Women, with the Bronze of Sergeant Cássia Bahiense Neves at the Military World
Games in Rio de Janeiro. 2012 - Brazil wins the first female medal of the Aeronautical
Pentathlon, the Silver at the World Cup of Trondheim/Norway, with the team composed
of Lieutenant Natalia Brito, Lieutenant Mellina and Cadet Mayara. Photos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
7: CDA collection 6 and 8: Petty Officer Xavier/CDA 9: AFA acquis.

Frame 22:

Title: Army Physical Training Center

Contents:

Physical Training Center of the Army and Fortress of São João, is a Center of
excellence and reference in sport and physical education in Brazil: The perception
“sport imitates combat”, very widespread in our Armed Forces, relates to the fact that,
in peacetime, sport is a powerful tool , which develops fundamental skills and
capabilities for our military, such as physical fitness and emotional balance. The
fortress of São João is also, the cradle of the Foundation of the city of Rio de Janeiro,
by Estácio de Sá, on March 1st, 1565.

Tables

Table 1:

Title: 1808 and 1851

Contents:

1808 - Installation of the Royal Academy of Navy Guards in 1808. Officials went
through instructions and activities that included practical classes on firearms and white
weapons handling, horse riding and sailing boats.

1851 — Decree No. 2,163, of May 1, made Fencing, Gymnastics and Swimming
mandatory at the Navy School in Rio de Janeiro, with a Fencing Master, and practice
once a week.
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Table 2:

Title: 1916 and 1920

Contents:

1916 — Order of Day No. 1 of January 4, 2016, by the Minister of the Navy, approves
the goals of the Navy Sports League to act in the direction of sports in MB.

1920 — Antwerp Games, Brazil's first participation, the Navy was represented by a
significant number of military personnel. Much of the swimming and water polo team
consisted of MB military personnel.

Table 3:

Title: 1925 and 1928

Contents:

1925 — Creation of the School of Physical Education of LSM, through Notice No.
2,757 of July 22, 1925, in Ilha das Enadas.

1928 — Completion of the first class of the Navy School of Physical Education. The
new monitors have passed to Physica Education Specialists (AE-E.pH).

Table 4:

Title: 1972 and 1974

Contents:

1972 — Change of name of Navy Sports Center (CEM) to Marine Physical Education
Center (CEFM). Until that moment, the Center had its headquarters on Hoes Island.
Throughout this year, construction began for the new facilities on Avenida Brasil.

1974 — Inauguration of the Center for Physical Education Almirante Adalberto Nunes
— CEFAN, with the presence of authorities of the time and great sports party.

Table 5:

Title: 1975 and 2008

Contents:
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1975 — Created the Navy Sports Commission (CDM), on a permanent basis, with the
purpose of: directing, planning, coordinating and controlling the physical education and
sports activities of the Navy as a member of the National Sports System.

2008 — Transfer of subordination of CEFAN. As of this year, the Center ceases to be
part of the General Directorate of Personnel of the Navy (DGPM) and integrates with
the General Command of the Marine Corps (CGCFN).

Table 6:

Title: 2011 and 2015

Contents:

2011 — Conducting the Fifth Military World Games in the city of Rio de Janeiro.
CEFAN is the scene of important events during the matches and helps to consecrate
Brazil as a military sports power with the achievement of the 1st place in the medal
board.

2015 — Brazil, with great participation from the Navy, won 2nd place in the medal table
at the VI Military World Games in Korea. Centenary Celebration of the Navy Sports
League.

Table 7:

Title: Target Shooting

Contents:

Tiro ao Alvo, importante modalidade representativa do Desporto Militar, representada
pelo Centenário da Primeira Medalha Olímpica, de ouro, e única até os dias de hoje,
conquistada pelo Ten Cel Guilherme Paraense, nos Jogos Olímpicos de ANTUÉRPIA,
em 1920.

Table 8:

Title: Skydiving

Contents:

Skydiving is a typically military sport, and as such, it shows attributes inherent to the
profession, such as courage, initiative and discipline. Paratrooper troops are
recognized all over the world for their physical fitness and fearlessness. Military sports
skydiving is divided into 3 races: landing accuracy, style and free-fall training. The
Parachuting Army Team won 25 of the 29 Armed Forces Championships held until
2020.

Table 9:
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Title: Modern Pentathlon

Contents:

Modern Pentathlon: It is an Olympic sport formed by five sports in four different races:
equestrian, fencing, swimming and laser one (shooting and running). The Brazilian
Army has always been part of the history of modern pentathlon in Brazil with its military
members integrating delegations at all times. Highlight for 3rd Sgt Yane Mark as
bronze medalist London 2012, World runner-up 2013, 3rd place in the World
Championship 2015, runner-up World Military Games Rio 2011, Bi-Champion Pan
American Games 2007 and 2015 and runner-up Pan American Games 2011 and also
Ten Eric Tinoco Marques, South ChampionAmerican, Montevideo 1956.

Table 10:

Title: Judo and Shooting

Contents:

3rd SGT Felipe Almeida WU - Sport Shooting in 2013 joined the Brazilian Army to be
part of the High Performance Athletes Program (PAAR). In 2015 he was Pan
Americano camper. In 2016 he was winner of two stages of the World Cup, took the 1st
place in the World Ranking and, on August 6th, became the Olympic runner-up in the
10m Pistol modality. Sgt. Rafael Carlos da Silva. At the 2011 Pan American Games,
Rafael Silva was a silver medal in the category above 100 kg. In 2012, judoka was a
pan-American judo champion in Canada. At the Olympic Games in London, he won the
first medal in the history of Brazil for his category +100 kg.

Table 11:

Title: Equestrian

Contents:

The 3rd rider Sgt João Victor Marcari Oliva, a military athlete since the end of 2015, is
the main name of Equestrian Dressage of the country, won the individual and team
gold medal at the 2014 South American Games in Chile; best result of the team at the
Normandy World Equestrian Games in France, also in 2014, winner of the Brazilian
Olympic Award — the “Oscar” for sports awarded by the Brazilian Olympic Committee
(COB) — in 2014 and 2015 and in March 2017 was awarded by the Brazilian Army
with the Military Sports Merit Medal, the honor awarded by the Armed Forces to
athletes and connected personalities to sports.

Table 12:

Title: Triathlon

Contents:
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The sport called Triathlon was born in a bet that took place in Honolulu, the capital of
the state of Hawaii, to know the limits of human resistance. It all started when three
men, a swimmer, a cyclist and a runner, decided to unite the three modalities into one,
with the aim of finding out who was the most complete athlete, this occurred around
1978, giving rise to the sport. Our biggest highlight is the 3rd Sgt JURACI MOREIRA,
being considered a multi champion of the sport.

Table 18:

Title: Colonel Julio

Contents:

Outstanding in military competitions, being the biggest individual winner of the
competitions organized by the Armed Forces of our country, with 18 titles won, Coronel
Julio Antonio de Souza e Almeida is also one of the great names of the sport on the
national scene. Representing the Brazil Sports Shooting Team, he participated in
several competitions, including: Beijing Olympic Games and Rio/2016; World Cup
Games; South American, Pan American; Ibero-American; and Brazilian
Championships. In 2010, in the city of Munich/Germany, Colonel Julio won the Gold
medal in the World Championships of Sport Shooting, in the Central Fire by Teams, the
Silver in the Individual Central Fire and the Bronze in the 25m Pistol. In Pan American
Games, he won 6 medals፦ Gold in Toronto/2015; - 2 Silver in Mar del Prata/1995; -
Silver in Rio de Janeiro/2007; and - 2 Bronzes in Guara/2011. Larger photo: Petty
Officer Xavier Podium photo: oglobo.com Hexagon photo: CECOMSAER

Table 19:

Title: Taifeiro Nelson Prudence

Contents:

In 1972, Taifeiro Nelson Prudêncio, of the Brazilian Air Force, represented Brazil at the
Munich Games in Germany, and won the Bronze medal by reaching the 17,05m mark
in the Triple Jump. Brazil won only two medals in that Olympic edition, both Bronze,
which made Prudentius's achievement even more significant. Prudêncio set a World
Military Record in 1971 in a competition held in Finland, and after ending his career as
an athlete he became Professor of the Air Force Academy. Larger and face photo:
CDA Collection Photo striped shirt: Popperfoto/Getty Images

Table 20:

Title: Cadet Gentleman

Contents:

The Brazilian Air Force began to be part of the history of national football in 1952, at
the Olympic Games in Helsinki, Finland. It was the first participation of a Brazilian
National Team in the Olympics and the name that started the call-up list was that of
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Cadet Carlos Alberto Martins Cavalheiro, the first goalkeeper to defend Brazil's goal at
the Olympic Games. Gentleman, when Lieutenant, he was among the four goalkeepers
who participated in the 1958 World Cup qualifiers, he was part of the team that won the
Silver Medal at the Pan-American Chicago in 1959, and competed at the 1960 Rome
Olympics. In the Cup of Germany, in 1974, he assumed the position of Supervisor of
the Brazilian Football Team. Between 1990 and 1994, in the post of Major Brigadier,
Cavalheiro assumed the position of President of the Aeronautics Sports Commission.
Photos: CDA Collection

Table 21:

Title: Taifeiro Telles da Conceição

Contents:

On July 20, 1952 — a remarkable date for Brazilian athletics and national sport as a
whole — Brazilian Air Force Taifeiro José Telles da Conceição, after “flying” for 1.98m
in the high jump race at the Helsink Olympics in Finland, won the Bronze medal and
became the first Brazilian to climb on an Olympic podium in athletics disputes. Taifeiro
José Telles, who competed in several athletics events, has accumulated numerous
achievements in his career and is one of the great names in the history of the sport in
Brazil. He was the highest national record holder of the sport, with 21 records in five
events. After finishing his career as an athlete, he assumed the position of consultant
to the former Brazilian Confederation of Sports, current Brazilian Confederation of
Athletics (CBat), the Brazilian Football Confederation (CBF) and other confederations.
Photos: CDA Collection

Table 22:

Title: Cadet Zanoni

Contents:

At the beginning of 1948, military members of the Brazilian Armed Forces participated
in competitions in Argentina, as part of the athletics qualification for the Olympic
Games, which would take place between July and August of that same year, in
London, the capital of England. The magazine 'Fon Fon' published a brief article
dedicated to the Olympic competition, bringing on its pages great pictures of the
sportsmen during their training moments, as was the case of Cadet Ivan Zanoni
Hausen and the monitor of the School of Aeronautics, Sergeant Robero da Costa
Ramos. Zanoni was a national renowned athlete, defended the colors of Botafogo de
Futebol e Regatas, and became the first military member of the Brazilian Air Force to
participate in an Olympic Games. Photos: CDA Collection

Table 24:

Title: 3rd SG-RM2-EP Mayra Aguiar

Contents:
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The 3rd SG-RM2-EP Mayra Aguiar repeated the feat in London, 2012 and won a
bronze medal, securing the two consecutive Olympic champion.

Table 25:

Title: 3rd SG-RM2-EP Rafaela Silva

Contents:

3rd SG-RM2-EP Rafaela Silva, winner of Team Brazil's first gold at the Rio Olympics,
the country's second medal in this edition of the Games.

Table 28:

Title: 3rd SG-RM2-EP Alison Cerutti and 3rd SG-RM2-EP Bruno Schmidt

Contents:

Após 12 anos, o Brasil voltou ao lugar mais alto do podium no Vôlei de Praia
Masculino. Os 3ºSG-RM2-EP Alison Cerutti e 3ºSG-RM2-EP Bruno Schmidt
conquistaram o ouro nas areias de Copacabana após intensa disputa contra os
italianos.

Table 29:

Title: 3ºSG-RM2-EP Ágatha Bednarczuk and 3ºSG-RM2-EP Bárbara Seixas

Contents:

The 3rd SG-RM2-EP Ágatha Bednarczuk and 3ºSG-RM2-EP Bárbara Seixas reached
the final of the Women's Beach Volleyball and won the silver medal.
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eMuseu do Esporte 2022 - Todos os direitos reservados.
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